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Bringing soft furnishing designs to life

BQ Design is Australia’s leading manufacturer 
of custom made blinds, curtains, pelmets, 
bedheads, wall panels, bedding and cushions. 

For 40 years we have assisted interior specialist 
businesses decorate residential and commercial 
properties. 

We manufacture to your exact sizing and style 
specification and use exclusive state of the art 
machinery, skilled and experienced crafts people 
and robust componentry to ensure our products 
are long lasting and the highest quality. 

All our products are proudly manufactured in 
Australia and backed by a three year warranty 
for repair or replacement should component 
failure or a manufacturing fault occur.

Our extremely experienced customer service 
team and sales consultants can assist with your 
fabric, styling and production queries and our 
online job tracking and regular communication 
enables you to monitor the progress of your 
order. 
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BEDHEADS

Add a sophisticated focal point and a touch of luxury to a bedroom with a fully upholstered customised 
bedhead from BQ Design. 

Simply select a bedhead style, shape and size to compliment your bedroom and chosen fabric. Further 
customise your design with optional piping, buttons, studs or use of contrasting fabric. 

Designer: Sisällä 3
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Walled (BH5)
Plain style front with 5cm seamed walled side and 
4.5mm piping on front and back edge. Piping can be 
omitted on request.

Shapes available: 1 to 8.  

Stuckey (BH1)
Plain short style with foam padding in 5.5cm or 10cm 
projection. Sits neatly along the mattress, flushed to 
wall. Does not go to floor.  
Shapes available: 9 only.

Padded Band (BH2)

15cm wide padded band with 7mm piping inserted 
below band and 60cm high main insert. 5cm seamed 
walled side. Calico behind mattress. 
Shapes available:  8 and 9. 

Plain (BH4)
Plain style front with single row of 7mm piping on 
back wall edge. Piping can be omitted on request. 

Shapes available: 1 to 8, or 9 if no piping required. 

Deep Panel (BH6)
Vertical panels approx 20cm each in width. Panels 
can be made wider on request. Best for plain fabrics. 

Shapes available: 8 and 9. 

Padded Roll (BH3)
Padded roll with 7mm piping inserted below roll. 
Roll width is 9cm for single bed and 12.5cm all other 
bed sizes. 60cm high main insert sits deeper than 
surrounding roll.  Calico behind mattress. 

Shapes available: 1 to 8. 

(calico behind mattress)

(calico behind mattress)

Bedhead Styles 

(calico behind mattress)

(calico behind mattress)
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(calico behind mattress)
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Deep Diamond Button (BH7)
Upholstered with covered deeply inset buttons in a 
diamond configuration. Fabric must be railroaded. 

Shapes available: 1 to 9. 

Folded Corner (BH11)
Plain style front with 5cm walled side. Fabric is folded 
into pleat in top corners. No side seams and piping 
present. 

Shapes available: 8 and 9. 

Flanged (BH10)
Slip cover is pulled tightly over an upholstered 
bedhead frame. A 1cm flange sits on top and side 
edges. Skirting board and base cut-out not available. 
Finished bedhead projection is 4cm.

Shapes available: 9 only.  

Winged (BH9)
Plain style with surrounding wings with 30cm 
projection, available in five different wing shapes. 
Refer below and overleaf. 

Bedhead shapes available: 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 9. 

Wing shapes available: A-E.

Rectangle Panel (BH8)
Horizontal and vertical seams sewn into fabric to 
create rectangle panels along with blind button 
detail. Best for plain fabrics. 

Shapes available: 8 and 9. 

Bedhead Styles 

Wing A Wing C Wing DWing B

5
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Shape Description
4 Oval

5 Soft curve

6 Queen Anne

Wing A
Square wing 

(corners slightly rounded)

Wing B
Square wing

(rounded corners)

Wing C
Wide top, 

narrow tapered bottom
(corners slightly rounded)

Wing D
Narrow tapered top, 

wide bottom 
(corners slightly rounded)

Wing E
Wide top, narrow tapered 
bottom (rounded corners)

Shape Description
1 Straight, rounded corners

2 Curve top, inverted corners

3 Straight top, inverted corners

Bedhead Shapes

Shape Description
7 Georgian

8 Straight, slightly rounded corners

9 Straight, square corners

Corner is 
similar to 
a shape 8 
above

Corner is 
similar to 
a shape 1 
above

Our bedhead styles can be made in a range of shapes. Select from our standard shapes detailed below or design your 
own shape suitable for bedhead styles BH2, BH3, BH4, BH5, BH7 and BH9.  If designing your own bedhead shape,  a 
symmetrical template must be provided to BQ Design. 

Corner is 
similar to 
a shape 8 
above

Corner is 
similar to 
a shape 8 
above

Wing projection: 30cm. For wings C, D, E projection of tapered end is 16cm for shape 9 bedhead or greater for shapes 2, 3, 5, 6, 7.

Corner is 
similar to 
a shape 1 
above

For a Winged BH9 bedhead, the surrounding wings are available in the below standard shapes.
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Shape Description
1 Straight, rounded corners

2 Curve top, inverted corners

3 Straight top, inverted corners

Skirting board cut-out for 
BH2, BH5, BH6, BH7, BH8, 
BH9 and BH11 styles.

Piping or 2cm diameter 
covered buttons in like or 
contrasting fabrics.

Studs can be added as an 
alternate to piping. Available 
in 11mm or 18mm diameter in 
colours shown.

Standard base cut-out 
to accommodate for 
powerpoints and cords. For 
BH2, BH3, BH4, BH5, BH8, BH9 
and BH11 styles.  

Bedhead Additions

Adjustable bedhead legs can be added 
to all bedhead styles except BH1, to  
increase bedhead stability and avoid 
the need to attach the bedhead to 
plasterwork. 

Bronze 
Renaissance

Antique Nickel

Designer: My Beautiful Abode
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WALL PANELS

Upholstered wall panels are a versatile and creative touch in home decorating and can be used 
effectively as an alternative to a bedhead or a decorative piece to display on the wall. Wall panels have 
the ability to change the atmosphere of the room from sophisticated to cosy and also assist with noise 
reduction. 

BQ Design manufacture easy to install wall panels according to your size and styling requirements. We 
can also quilt wall panel fabric to add further texture and interest to your design. 

Designer: Woods and Warner

8



Designer: Woods and Warner

9
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QUILTING
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Quilting Styles

OUTLINE QUILTING 
Ideal for: Emphasising the pattern on your floral, plaid, check 
or striped fabric. Enables greater stitching accuracy along 
fabrics with linear patterns than other quilting styles.

Quilting process: A line of stitching traces around the fabric 
pattern or along straight lines.  We cut and join the fabric first 
and then we quilt, providing pattern and quilting match. 

Thread: Colour matched to suit the background colour of your 
fabric. 

FRAME QUILTING
Ideal for: Plain and patterned fabrics. Wide width fabrics 
are recommended to avoid visible fabric joins. If selecting a 
square frame quilting style consider size of square to achieve 
a full square along edges. Heavily embroidered fabrics not 
recommended for tuft quilting. 

In addition to the styles shown, we offer horizontal or vertical 
frame (15cm, 20cm, 25cm and 30cm) channel quilting ideal for 
patterned fabrics that can not be perfectly pattern matched at 
joins if using multi-needle channel quilting. 

Quilting process: First we cut and join the fabric and then we 
quilt, providing pattern and quilting match. Fabric joins will be 
exposed on plain fabrics. 

King size: Some king size quilting may need to be outline or 
multi-needle channel quilted, due to restrictions on the sewing 
frame size. 

Thread: Colour matched to suit the main background colour 
of your fabric. 

Maximum quilting area is 304cm width x 279cm length. 

MULTI-NEEDLE CHANNEL QUILTING
Ideal for: Plain and patterned fabrics that can be easily 
joined, with a maximum fabric width of 150cm. 

Quilting process: The fabric is quilted first with straight 
evenly spaced vertical lines to create channels. We then cut 
and sew your fabric according to the style of your bedding. 
This ensures that any fabric joins are concealed in the stitched 
channel. When joining patterned fabric we are unable to obtain 
perfect pattern match. 

Linear patterned fabric: For fabrics with a horizontal or linear 
pattern, we suggest outline quilting discussed below.

Thread: Black or natural.

Select your channel width: 7.5cm, 10cm, 
12.5cm, 15cm, 17.5cm, 20cm or 22.5cm.
Consider the size of your quilt when 
deciding channel width.

Use for reversible styles only when fabric 
joins not required eg: throw rugs. 

Outline

Square

Available in 15cm, 20cm,  
25cm and 30cm squares

Tuft Square (15cm)

Straight Diamond (15cm)

Elongated Diamond (23cm)  

For cap top standard sizes only. 
Oversized not available.

Border with Straight

Outline Channel

10cm Channel

Tuft Diamond (30cm) 

20cm Channel

Diamond (15cm)

Suitable for fabrics with straight 
lines that stitching can follow.

Recommended for florals and 
patterns not too busy and not 

spread out across fabric.

BQ Design offer an extensive range of quilting styles, suitable for: bedspreads, throw rugs, quilt 
covers, bed valances, pillowcases, bedheads, wall panels and cushions. 
Select a quilting style to suit your fabric and product design, then further enhance with our 
finishing options. 
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WALL PANELS

Upholstered wall panels are a versatile and creative touch in home decorating and can be used effectively as an alternative to a 
bedheads or a decorative piece to display on the wall. Wall panels have the ability to change the atmosphere of the room from 
sophisticated to cosy and also assist with noise reduction. 

BQ Design manufacture easy to install wall panels according to your size and styling requirements. We can also quilt the fabric 
for your wall panels to add further sophistication to your design. 

Turn an ordinary looking bedroom into extraordinary with custom made bedspreads perfectly crafted to 
suit your design style. All quilting styles are suitable for our extensive range of bedspreads enabling you 
to create a truly unique and luxurious bedspread.

A cap top bedspread falls approximately half way down the side of 
the bed, sitting just below the mattress and allowing your valance 
or bed base to remain visible.

12

BEDSPREADS
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A floor length bedspreads sits to the floor or add to the finished drop 
to create a puddling effect.  

13
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Corner Options: Select a relaxed look throwover style (with a round or square corner) or for a more structured 
look select a tailored or sewn corner. 

Throwover Corner - round Tailored Corner - with 
flap behind split

Sewn CornerThrowover Corner - square

Piped bedline: For a fully tailored bedspread style, add bedline piping to your tailored or sewn corner bedspread. 
The bedline piping can be self or contrast fabric or substituted with a decorative cord.   

Full length with self piped bedline Cap top with contrast piped bedline

Hem options: The below hem styles can be used with floor length or cap top bedspreads. In most cases, the width 
of the hem can be varied according to your requirements. Our standard hem widths are shown below. All hem styles 
except flanged hems, have a rounded corner as a standard or a square corner can be provided on request.  

Blind Stitched (5cm)
Square or rounded corner 

can be requested.

Bound (1.6cm each side)
Double sided unquilted bound 
hem in self or contrast fabric.

Ideal for reversible designs with 
square or rounded corners.

Plain Sewn (5cm)
Visible stitched hem. 

Square or rounded corner 
can be requested.

Flanged Hem (8cm each side)
Double sided unquilted flange

in self or contrast fabric.
Square corners only.

Band (6cm)
Double sided unquilted band in 
self or contrast fabric. Square or 

rounded corners can be requested.

Padded Roll (8cm only) 
with piping above

For floor length bedspreads. 
Self or contrast fabric piping. 

Rounded corners only.

Piped (7mm only)
Self or contrast fabric. 

Square or rounded corner
can be requested.

Padded Roll (8cm only)
For floor length bedspread styles.

Rounded corners only.

Bedspread Styles
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Designer: Greg Natale
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QUILT COVERS

BQ Design’s stylish and contemporary quilt covers add sophistication and elegance to a bedroom. 

With a range of design features to select from, our quilt covers are available in plain or quilted styles and 
are finished with a zipped opening.

16
Designer: Horton & Co.
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Designer: Horton & Co.
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BED VALANCES

A bed valance is designed as a decorative treatment to conceal your bed base. 

Adding a bed valance to your bed setting will create sleek clean lines in the bedroom while delivering an 
effortless and elegant finish to your bed.   

Design a quilted or unquilted bed valances to compliment your bedhead and bedspread or quilt cover. 

18
Designer: Gallerie B
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Gathered (BV1)

Bed Valance Styles

Gathered (BV1) Inverted pleat at foot corners, 
centre of sides and centre of foot 
(BV2)

Inverted pleats approx 30-40cm 
apart (BV2A)

Vertical channel quilted 
(BV4)

Inverted pleat at foot corners only   
(BV5)

Tailored seams at foot corners, 
no pleats (BV6)

Designer: Greg NataleDesigner: Gallerie B
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THROW RUGS

Add warmth, texture and personality to your bed setting with a simple or statement throw rug.  

Designed to lay across the end of the bed, our throw rugs can be quilted or unquilted and finished with 
piping, flanges, braids, trims, stitched or plain sewn hems.  

20

Designer: Samantha Elsworthy
RMIT Bedroom Design Award winner 2013
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Throw Rug Styles

Quilted both sides, reversible 
with 1.6cm bound edge (BT2) or 
can be bag lined on request as 
per image above.

Unquilted and reversible with 
plain edges (BT1)

Quilted top, bag lined underside 
with 4.5mm piped edges (BT3) 

Quilted top, bag lined underside 
with 15cm contrast band on 
ends (BT7) 

Quilted top, bag lined underside 
with 7cm flange on ends (BT6)

Quilted top, bag lined underside 
with 10cm contrast band on four 
edges (BT8) 

Our standard sizing is 65cm depth/length or specify an alternate size to suit usage and design. 
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PILLOW CASES

Add splashes of colour, texture and style with BQ Design’s custom made pillow cases. 

Simply select your required style and finishing options to receive the exact design you require, 
manufactured to the highest standard. Additions including piped edges, flanged edges, bands and 
quilting can be applied to your pillow case.

Designer: Paige Gannon
RMIT Bedroom Design Award winner 2015
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Designer: Virginia Polendakis
RMIT Bedroom Design Award winner 2016
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CUSHIONS
X

24

Bolster cushions
Scatter cushions

Designer: Gallerie B

CUSHIONS

Integrate beautiful fabrics into your room or outdoor entertaining area with custom made scatter, walled, 
bolster or benchseat cushions.  Available in a myriad of sizes, endless finishing styles and a range of insert 
options. 



25
25

Benchseat cushions
Scatter cushions

Designer: Gallerie B
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Leaders in custom made soft furnishings

Order Code SB KSB DB QS KS

All styles Height 120cm 120cm 120cm 120cm 120cm

BH2, BH3, BH4, BH5, 
BH6, BH9, BH10, 

BH11
Width 110cm 127cm 158cm 173cm 203cm

BH7, BH8 Width 120cm 120cm 158cm 173cm 203cm

    

Projections: BH10 4cm , BH3/BH4 6cm,  BH2 7cm,  BH8/BH11 8cm, BH5 9cm, BH6/BH7 10.5cm.  
For BH3/BH4/BH10 bedheads add a further 2cm to total projection, where a wall mounting bracket is attached.  

Order Code SIZE WIDTH HEIGHT PROJECTION

BH1

SB 97cm 60cm 10cm standard or 5.5cm on request. 

KSB 112cm 60cm 10cm standard or 5.5cm on request.

DB 143cm 60cm 10cm standard or 5.5cm on request.

QS 158cm 60cm 10cm standard or 5.5cm on request.

KS 188cm 60cm 10cm standard or 5.5cm on request.

Stuckey (BH1) style

Other bedhead styles - with maximum customised height 170cm and width 210cm.

Standard finished product sizes are detailed below with customised sizes available on request.

STANDARD SIZING

Bedheads

Bedspreads

SB KSB DB QS KS

Width 92cm 107cm 138cm 153cm 183cm

Length 188cm 203cm 191cm 204cm 204cm

Drop 33cm 33cm 33cm 33cm 33cm

  
Floor length bedspread

Cap Top
Rolled Hem style  Other Hems

Bed Width Length Drop Drop Drop 

SB 92cm 188cm 56cm 54cm 35cm

KSB 107cm 203cm 56cm 54cm 35cm

DB 138cm 191cm 56cm 54cm 35cm

QS 153cm 204cm 56cm 54cm 35cm

KS 183cm 204cm 56cm 54cm 35cm

Bed Valances

SB DB QS KS

Width 152cm 198cm 213cm 243cm

Length 65cm 65cm 65cm 65cm

Quilt Covers (unquilted)

Throw Rugs

Standard King European

Width 72cm 75cm 65cm

Height 48cm 58cm 65cm

Pillowcases

SB DB QS KS

Width 136cm 180cm 210cm 240cm

Length 210cm 210cm 210cm 210cm
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BEDSPREADS – FLOOR LENGTH
1. Place pin on each side edge of bed. Measure pin to pin = width. 
2. Place pin on head and foot ends of bed. Measure pin to pin = length. 
3. Measure pin 1 from top edge of bed to floor = drop. For rolled edge bedspread styles 

add approx 4cm to drop measurement if roll is required to lay on floor. 

BEDSPREADS – CAP TOP
A cap top bedspread falls approximately half way down the side of the bed, sitting just 
below the mattress and allowing the valance or bed base to remain visible. 

1. Step 1 and 2 as for bedspread – floor length (above).
3. Measure pin 1 from top edge of bed to preferred side length of bedspread = drop.  

BQ recommend a cap top drop 10-15cm greater than the mattress thickness. Our 
standard cap top drop is 35cm. Custom sizing can be requested. 

BED VALANCES
1. Step 1 and 2 as for bedspread – floor length (above).
3. Measure top edge of bed base to floor = drop.

SPLIT CORNERS
If split corners are required for bed posts, provide the following measurements: 

1. Between brackets at attachment point. 
2. From floor up to bracket. For rolled edge bedspread styles, add approx 4cm to drop 

measurement if roll is required to lay on floor. 

HOW TO MEASURE
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